
   

 



 



Asymmetrical  Flap Purse Instructions 
 Note: All L and R marks are orientated with the longer flap of finished purse on left side. 

1. Place purse pattern lengthwise on a half sheet (5.5" x 4.25") of cardstock. Trace around pattern and cut out. Score along the two valley fold 
lines as indicated.   

2. Trace and cut the 3.5" x 3.25" card insert out of another piece of cardstock. 
3. Trace and cut the Side Gusset (cut 2), the 3" x 2.75" Paper Topper (cut 1), and the Flap Liner (cut 1) out of coordinating paper. Fold along 

indicated lines on the Side Gusset pieces by folding it in half, then fold the valley folds down on either side. This should resemble a simple 
paper airplane if done correctly. 

4. Stamp or decorate the outside of Purse, both sides of Card Topper, both sides of Flap Liner and the outside of Side Gusset (outside will be the 
side opposite the mountain fold which will face the inside of the Purse. 

5. Punch 2 holes indicated for Purse strap. Cut a piece of narrow ribbon or thin cord approx. 6" long. Insert ends through holes to the purse inside 
and tack down with double sided tape. 

6. Attach Side Gusset pieces to Purse back. Note: The narrow end of Side Gusset will attach to bottom of purse, with the mountain fold pointing 
toward inside of Purse. Fold Purse along score line and bring Purse front up and glue to the other flap of Side Gusset. Fold down Purse Flap at 
indicated score line and trim top of Side Gusset, if necessary, to close flap. 

7. Attach Flap Liner to inside of Purse Flap. Note: The indicated Top of Flap Liner should be placed against the Flap score line of Purse. 
8. Attach Paper Topper to Card Insert and place inside of finished Purse. 
9. (Optional) For gift card holder version, omit side gussets and attach the gift card holder insert to either the top or bottom inside of the purse. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

To use the pattern on this page, 
enlarge by 200% to restore this 
pattern to its correct size. (The 
pattern on the preceding pg is the 
actual size.)
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